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Fruitful Practice Document for DTS Outreach 

 
 
A DTS outreach can and should be: 
• Spirit-led 
• Evangelistic - sharing the gospel 
• Compassionate in loving our neighbor 
• Positive 
• Fruitful  
• Experiencing the power of God to make a difference 
• Challenging  
• Faith stretching 
• Full of passion 
• Partnering with and strengthening local evangelistic outreach where possible 
• Preparation for outreach as a lifestyle 
  
Official Policies for the DTS Outreach 
The DTS outreach must be designed in keeping with the official policies as 
outlined in the UofN Reference Guide. These elements are included in the 
following document and are marked with an asterisk (*). They are non negotiable.  
 
Fruitful Practice for the DTS Outreach 
Added to these non-negotiable elements are other agreed upon “fruitful 
practices”. These additional fruitful or best practice elements are ideals to work 
towards.  Any individual outreach may have situations that prevent one or more 
of these added best practice particulars from being fulfilled. However, the goal is 
to run an outreach that incorporates most of these practices.  
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A. Outreach Location  
 
1. * The outreach location should be identified through a process of hearing 

God’s voice. (see scenarios in Appendix  A) 
 
2. * There should be a qualified leader with vision and faith to lead the team to 

this location. 
 
3. Both DTS and base leadership should be included in determining the 

outreach location. 
 
4. Contact should be made and input sought from appropriate YWAM leadership 

connected to the outreach location.  
 
5. * The outreach location should provide an ongoing opportunity for every team 

member to meaningfully communicate the gospel and to move people 
towards a commitment to following Jesus. 

 
6. * The outreach location should provide diverse opportunities for ministry such 

as mercy ministry, community development, etc.  
 
7. *The outreach location should present a positive experience where team 

members engage in ministry with people from a culture different from their 
own.  

 
8. The outreach location should offer an experience in which students see fruit 

and are provided with a taste of missions that encourages future missions 
involvement.  

 
9. If an outreach location is identified as “high risk” (for example, location 

presents a health threat or is experiencing war or rebel activity), a lower risk 
option should be made available where possible. 

 
10. If a student is unable to go to a designated outreach location due to factors 

outside his or her control (e.g. visas, health issues, etc) a suitable outreach 
alternative must be provided.  
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B. Outreach Leadership  
The following is a description of the attitudes and abilities needed in an 
outreach leader or outreach leadership team.  However, should the 
leadership lack ability in a certain area it is sufficient that they be able to 
draw out those abilities from other team members (students).  
 
Outreach Leadership should 
 
1. * have a passion for God.  
2. * have vision and an expectation for God to work in and through the team.  
3. * have a passion for the lost, be able to share their faith in both word and 

deed with others and lead people   to Jesus. 
4. Be a good communicator, partner and networker to both YWAM and the Body 

of Christ in the outreach location. 
5. have faith that people will come to Jesus and be able to impart that to their 

team. 
6. * know what a DTS is - the vision, values and ethos. 
7. * be living the YWAM values.  
8. be staff of the DTS, a student in the DTS or a YWAMer who has had 

significant interaction with the outreach team members in the context of the 
DTS lecture phase. 

9. * be able to hear God’s voice. 
10. * have no major character flaw that is likely to damage people and/or the 

ministry.  
11. * be a learner and teachable. 
12. * be a good financial steward (e.g. trustworthy, demonstrates financial 

transparency, handles money appropriately and with wisdom, etc). 
13. be able to inspire, motivate and challenge people in the context of the  

outreach. 
14. be able to release every team member into ministry and team functions 

regardless of their gender, culture, language, nationality and church 
background.  

15. have a passion for the Word and an ability to apply it personally as well as 
help others apply it. 

16. have a lifestyle of intercession and worship with a commitment to see both 
expressed in the outreach.  

17. be able to discern what the Holy Spirit is doing and be able to integrate it into 
team and ministry situations.  

18. * be able to continue the discipleship process, putting into practice the 
principles learned in the lecture phase.  

19. * be able to ask questions, listen and give appropriate input and feedback, in 
a one on one context.  

20. *be able to understand and put into practice principles of conflict resolution. ( 
21. be able to think and act quickly in a crisis. 
22. demonstrate servant leadership. 
23. * be trained to fulfill their role.  
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C. Team Formation 
1. *A DTS outreach must be conducted in the context of a team (three or more 

people).  
 
2. Students should be provided with all known information about the outreach 

option or options (e.g. location, costs, ministry opportunities, leader, etc) as 
early as possible. Potential range of outreach costs should be communicated 
before the DTS begins. 

 
3. In the case of multiple outreach locations, students should be given adequate 

information about how the decision will be made to determine which outreach 
team they will be on. Students should be included in this decision making 
process. 

 
4. Once students have been provided with relevant outreach information (see 

point #2), adequate time and support to process should be given as they 
listen to God about which outreach team to join. 

 
5. The student’s first choice should be honoured when possible. If it is not 

possible, the reasons should be explained to the student in such a way that 
affirms his or her ability to hear God.  

 
6. The DTS staff should make the final decision regarding placing students in 

teams.     
 
7. The DTS leadership should confirm student choices as they build appropriate 

teams. Size, gender, complementary gifts, maturity levels and cultural 
makeup of the team should be considered. 

 
8. Outreach teams should be formed with adequate time to prepare for the 

outreach (e.g. vision building, strategizing, evangelistic tool development, 
practical organization of vaccinations, visas, travel arrangements, etc) and to 
communicate home about the outreach and gather outreach fees. 
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D. Preparing Teams for Outreach   
 
1. * The outreach team should engage in ongoing prayer to gain God’s heart for 

and perspective on the people and place.  
 
2. * The outreach team should research and familiarize themselves with the 

basic culture, worldview and key felt needs of the people as well as learn at 
least the basic greetings in the local language. 

 
3. * The outreach team should be prepared to be culturally respectful in areas 

such as matters of dress, food, relating to the opposite gender, etc.  
 
4. *The outreach team should develop a biblical understanding of evangelism 

and how to meaningfully communicate the gospel in the culture to which they 
will be ministering. 

 
5. * The outreach team should develop skills through training in evangelism and 

actively reaching out on the lecture phase (e.g. giving testimonies, sharing the 
gospel, leading someone to accept Jesus, etc).  

 
6. The outreach team should be exposed to outreach stories (e.g. read a 

missionary biography, tell stories, etc) that inspire their faith levels.  
 
7. The outreach leader should discuss and delegate responsibilities to team 

members (e.g. worship leading, bookkeeping, transportation oversight, etc). 
 
8. The outreach leader should engage the team in intentional team building that 

includes discussion of strengths, gifts, response to stress, etc. 
 
9. The outreach team members should understand basic safety procedures 

such as what to do if a team member is separated from the team, have a 
basic evacuation plan where necessary, have a plan of action in areas where 
natural disasters are frequently experienced (e.g. hurricanes). (see Crisis 
management document)  

 
10. The outreach leader should collect important information such as passport 

details, next of kin, insurance information, etc.   
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E. Designing a Full Learning Week 
 
1. * The outreach is to be a minimum of 8 full learning weeks (50 hours per 

week), preferably 12 weeks.   
 
2. * An outreach week should have a minimum of 30 hours of ministry activity 

that serves people outside the team.  The majority of this time should involve 
connecting to people with the aim they become followers of Jesus 
(evangelism) and loving our neighbor (mercy ministry). Daily travel time to 
and from outreach sites may be included as ministry activity should this time 
be used intentionally (see Appendix B for an example of a full learning week. )  

 
3. * An outreach week should have a minimum of 15 hours per week for 

communication, team building, ministry debriefing, feedback, sharing of 
needs, prayer for individuals, ministry preparation and include at least 3 hours 
of intercession and multiple times of worship (God focused time). 

 
4. Outreach ministry strategies should come out of prayer and include an 

appropriate balance of structured, preplanned ministry and emerging ministry 
initiatives.  

 
5. * An outreach week should have time set aside for regular one on ones, 

ideally once a week.  
 
6. *An outreach week should have regular times to facilitate the ongoing ‘putting 

into practice’ of principles learned in the lecture phase.  
 
7. * While outreach ministry is structured into the week, the goal is that the team 

sees outreach as a full time activity in which they share the gospel in word 
and deed whenever they have the opportunity, be it on the bus or waiting in 
line at the market or practically reaching to show God's love. 

 
8. An outreach week should allow for one day off and some daily time for things 

such as rest, devotions and laundry. 
 
9. An outreach week should include local church attendance where possible and 

appropriate.  
 
10.  Team leaders are to keep a record of the activities of the week, identify how 

each team member used the 30 hours of ministry time as well as the rest of 
the hours for the full learning week. In the case that teams engage members 
in different initiatives, each team member is to turn in a written report once a 
week identifying how he used his 30 hours of ministry time.  
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F. Development of Ministry Strategies and Tools. 
 
1. Ministry needs and opportunities should be assessed prior to the start of the 

outreach and in consultation with long-term workers if present. (Where 
possible, a visit to the outreach location prior to the start of the DTS may be 
helpful.) 

 
2. When partnering with long-term workers expectations of both parties should 

be clearly communicated both before, during and after the outreach. 
 
3. The student should be given a chance to meet long-term workers and learn 

about ongoing ministry opportunities.  
 
4. Both individual and corporate strategies and tools should be prayerfully 

identified and created in response to the needs of the outreach location. For 
example: developing relationships through conversational language groups 
with the intention of sharing the gospel, holding weekly Bible studies for 
ongoing discipleship, creation of a drama to present the gospel publicly etc.) 

 
5. During the outreach, ministry strategies should contribute to the goal of 

meaningfully communicating the gospel, practically showing God's love and 
helping people commit to following Jesus. 

 
6. * Students should be involved in the process of discovering needs and 

identifying and creating strategies as soon as possible.  They should also be 
given opportunity to take responsibility for outreach tasks and to lead out in 
ministry situations.  

 
7. * Ministry strategies and tools should be culturally appropriate, while also 

considering the interest and gifts of the team members. 
 
8. * Ministry strategies must include required DTS activities.  
 
9. If the outreach team includes a family/families then strategies should be 

developed that are appropriate for all members of the family to take part in 
some way. For example: a parent can take child to local park to play with the 
aim of talking with others in the park about Jesus. The goal is to engage both 
parents in 30 hours of ministry per week.  

 
10. * The possibility of starting new ministries should be considered and 

encouraged. 
 
11. * Ministries strategies should be created with the intention of increasing the 

likelihood of leaving lasting fruit after the team has left. 
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12. Ministry strategies and tools should be evaluated and adjusted according to 
effectiveness. New strategies and tools should be developed as opportunities 
emerge and God directs. 
 

G. Interaction with Sending Base 
 
1. Regular contact (weekly if possible) should be maintained between the 

outreach team and the school and/or base leadership. 
 
2. The outreach team should receive a pastoral visit from the DTS leader and/or 

mature leadership from the sending base to support outreach leadership, 
encourage team members, contribute to the ongoing discipleship of students  
and to continue to build relationship with the hosts if the outreach location is 
one adopted by the base.  

 
H. Debriefing the Outreach 
 
1. In the case of multiple outreach teams, opportunity should be given for the 

team to debrief individually and as a team before the outreach team returns to 
the sending base. This can be done in one to three days. 

 
2. When debriefing the outreach, freedom should be given for team members to 

talk about their thoughts and feelings regarding any aspect of the outreach 
while others listen. (Can be done in a team or one on setting) 

 
3. When debriefing the outreach, every effort should be made for team members 

to resolve remaining conflicts within the team. In cases of conflict with the 
team leadership, access to someone outside the outreach team should be 
available.  

 
4. When debriefing the outreach, the team should create a summary of all that 

was accomplished during the outreach, including all known results.   
 
5. When debriefing the outreach the team should take time to pray for the 

outreach location, the nation and individuals impacted during the outreach. 
 
6. When debriefing the outreach, team members should be given time to 

process and share what they have learned and consider how best to continue 
putting these things into practice once the DTS is over. 

 
7. When debriefing the outreach time should be given for encouraging one 

another, speaking out ways each other have contributed to the effectiveness 
of the outreach and praying for one another.   
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8. * All team members are to evaluate the outreach program and its leadership. 
This feedback is given to the base leadership team. (Ideally evaluations 
should occur at the midpoint and end of the outreach)  

 
9. * The outreach leadership is to evaluate all team members.  (Ideally 

evaluations should occur at the midpoint of the outreach, and again at the 
end.)  

 
 
APPENDIX A  

Outreach Scenarios 
 
These scenarios demonstrate some of the different processes of how an outreach team can 
be formed, and some of the principles at work in each situation.  You will note that 
common themes throughout all of the scenarios are:  
 

 Hearing God  
 Being intentional in your process with the Base, Staff and 

Students 
 Prayerfully responding to what God says 

 
By no means are the scenarios below an exhaustive list.  They are simply meant to help 
you identify different ways God may lead you.   
 
 
A.) Predetermined Target Nations 
A base has 2 target peoples or places to which they regularly send their outreach teams.  Those on 
the base who carry the vision of these "targets" spend time in prayer with the DTS staff and 
students to bring them into the vision that God has given the base for those nations.  The outreach 
teams go to these nations as they are convinced that God is sending them, not purely because this 
is the place outreach teams from this base go.  
  
Scenario Principles: 

 Base leadership imparts vision for target nations to DTS staff and students 
 Students given time to pray and process about outreach locations 

 
Note: It is ok to have targets, but those targets must be kept alive in the Spirit and passed on in 
way so that staff and students catch it.   
 
 
B.) Outreach Location different from “Targets” 
A member of the DTS staff believes that God has spoken to them about taking a team to a certain 
nation that is different from any nation focus the base has.  They bring it before the DTS and base 
leadership and through prayerful process this location is agreed together with base leadership. 
 
Scenario Principles: 

 Location comes from the word of the Lord through prayer 
 Location confirmed through prayerful process with leadership 
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C.) Outreach Destination decided upon with Students 
1 month prior to the DTS starting the staff team does not have a clear sense of where God is 
sending them for this particular outreach.  As they pray they begin to sense that God is saying to 
wait until the students arrive to decide upon outreach locations.  As they continue to pray this 
feeling is confirmed through others and so very quickly at the beginning of the lecture phase the 
whole school starts to pray about outreach locations.  Clear boundaries are expressed to the 
students on how the decision will be made (e.g. the final decision rests with the leadership.)   
 
Scenario Principles: 

 Leadership is waiting to pray with students about outreach locations because God has 
said to wait 

 Communication is clear and defined regarding final decision making process for outreach 
locations 

 
Note: It is ok to wait until students come before praying about outreach locations as long as God 
has specifically led you to do that.  
 
D.) Outreach team ministers to multiple locations 
 
One member of the staff team senses that their outreach is to go to multiple locations.  Through 
prayer, this word is confirmed by DTS and base leadership.  A team is formed through a prayerful 
process with the DTS students.  As the outreach is planned, careful attention is placed on how to 
use the additional travel time effectively.  Additional travel time is used for intercession and 
debriefing the previous outreach location so that the criteria for a full learning week is fulfilled.  
Ministry at each location is carefully thought through and processed so that the team can jump 
straight into outreach upon arrival  
 
Scenario Principles: 
 

 Significant time, preparation and thought for approaching ministry in each location has 
been given prior to outreach (i.e. connecting with established ministry or initiating new 
ministry) 

 Travel time is not wasted time.  Travel time is to be approached with intentionality (i.e. 
students sit separately in vehicle to share the Gospel) and effort needs to be given 
throughout travel time for process, debrief, and prayer (i.e. debriefing about people met, 
prayer for those people). 

 
Note: This could be one of the more difficult and complicated types of outreach to lead.  This 
particular kind of outreach will take a lot more intention, foresight and skill on behalf of the 
leader.  Be aware that this type of outreach is challenging physically, emotionally and mentally 
because of the constant change.   

 
 
 

E.) God surprises school with additional outreach 
Three outreach locations prayerfully determined before start of school.  Early on in lecture phase, 
God surprises the school with faith and vision for one additional nation. Prayerful consideration is 
given to whether or not this location should be pursued.  Base and school leadership either 
approaches someone to lead or someone comes forward with conviction to lead.  Base and school 
leadership take new leader back to God in prayer. 
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Scenario Principles: 

 After obeying what God had already spoken, an openness remained within the leadership 
and students to hear more of what God wanted to reveal 

 Leadership giftings are present in either staff or students, and are ready to respond to new 
vision 

 
 
F.) Base/School leader has vision, and seeks out leadership for outreach 
Base/School leader has vision for nation and/or ministry.  Approaches staff in general or a 
specific staff member to pray about taking a team.  Staff member hears from God and responds. 
 
Scenario Principle: 

 Base/School leader has heard from the Lord regarding outreach location and challenges 
someone to respond 

 
G.) Outreach team responds to current world events 
In the midst or prior to school, a world event occurs (i.e. earthquake, tsunami, Communism falls, 
China opens, etc.) that presents huge possible outreach opportunities.  Someone within the base 
or school feels that a team should respond.  Communication is made with YWAM leaders on the 
ground about possibilities and opportunities for service then the school prays about what their 
response should be.  Someone is prayerfully called to lead it. 
 
Scenario Principle: 

 There is recognition of a critical time and need in the world, and God calls a team to 
respond.  

 Appropriate communication and agreement with any YWAM leadership on the ground 
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APPENDIX B   
 
Example of a Full Learning Week – based on outreach to Mauritius 
An outreach schedule is shown below.  Boxes give explanation of why certain activities 
would or would not be included as ministry time or part of the full learning week.   
(Key for Ministry Activity: E = evangelistic T = training with Christians) 
 
 
Monday  
Day off 
 
Tuesday 
8.30 Intercession Group (led daily by team member in local church) 
9.15 Team Worship and communication 
10.00 Travel to ministry location 
10.20 Children’s programme in squatter camp (E) 
1.00 Lunch 
1.30 Work Duties 
2.00 Outreach Preparation  
4.00 Youth Cell (T) 
6.30 Dinner 
7.30 Youth night (Church based E)  
9.30  Informal time with youth or free time 
(Total Ministry: 5.10 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 8.45 hrs) 
 
Wednesday  
8.30   Intercession Group 
9.15 Travel to ministry location 
10.15 Arrive at Girl’s Home (E) 
4.00 Depart  
6.00 Dinner 
6.30 Work Duties 
7.00 Free Night 
(Total Ministry: 8.15 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 9.30 hrs) 
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Thursday 
8.30 Intercession Group 
9.15 Team Devotional (student led) prayer and communication 
10.00 Travel (as before) 
10.20 Children’s Programme in squatter camp 
1.00 Lunch 
1.30 Work Duties 
2.00 Depart for Ministry Location  
2.30  Evangelism in local town (E) 
4.30 Team Bible study 
6.30 Dinner 
7.30 Free Night 
(Ministry: 4.40 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 7.55 hrs) 
 
Friday 
8.30   Prayer Walk with Intercession Group  
9.15  Outreach Preparation time 
10.30 Church Bible Study – team led (T) 
1.00 Lunch 
1.30 Work Duties 
2.00 Free Time 
5.30 Dinner 
7.30 Personal Appointments with Contacts (E) 
(Ministry: 5.30 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 8.15 hrs) 
 
Saturday 
9.00 Free Time 
10.00 Travel to Outreach Location (as before) 
10.20 Children’s Programme in squatter camp 
1.00 Lunch 
1.30 Work Duty 
2.00 Free time 
3.30 Worship in the park 
5.00 Flyer distribution for party (E) 
6.30 Dinner 
7.30 Prayer for evening 
8.00 Party night in the house 
12.00  Continues until everyone leaves 
(Ministry: 8.55 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 10.25 hrs) 
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Sunday 
9.00 Free Morning  
12.00 Lunch 
1.30 Preparation time for the service 
2.30 Meet individuals from church 
5.00 Team Lead church service (T) 
6.30 Team Intercession for other outreaches 
8.00 Special team meal and evening 
(Ministry: 4.15 hrs) 
(Full Learning Week: 8.45 hrs) 
 
Total Ministry = 36.45 hours; Full Learning Week = 53.35 hours; Total Intercession = 
3.30 hours  
Total Team and Preparation Time = 13.15 hours (including some team only 
intercession times) 
More information on Main Ministry Content and Formation 
 

Morning 
Intercession 

Squatter Camp 
Kids Programme 

Youth Cell Girl’s Home Saturday Night 
Party 

Specifically 
requested by church. 
 
  

YWAM asked us to 
start something in 
camp – team 
prayerfully created 
kids program, 
involve local church 
so can continue. 

Asked to work 
with church 
youth – in 
prayer felt to 
use Cell Group 
method. Simple 
to continue 
after team 
leaves. 

YWAM 
contact. Team 
prayerfully 
created the 
programme. 

Evening created 
through prayer 
process, and 
looking at group 
gifts.  (e.g. DJ 
part of team) 

Provide church with 
model of different 
ways of interceding. 
Occasionally quick 
teachings on prayer 
given. 

Games, songs, Bible 
story – creation to 
Jesus resurrection, 
snack (fruit), simple 
activity. Invite local 
church. 

Welcome, use 
an ice breaker 
Worship - 
creative 
Word – 
interactive  
World – prayer 
etc. 

 Informal time of 
relationship 
building and 
sharing about 
Jesus as 
opportunities 
arise. 

 
 
 


